
LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – ARALING PANLIPUNAN 

 
 
 

APRIL 13-17, 2020 
 
 

Paksa: Ang Pilipinas bilang Isang Bansa o Estado 

 

A. Ang Kahulugan ng Bansa at Estado 
 
 
Ang salitang bansa noong ika- 13 siglo ay ginagamit upang tukuyin ang isang heograpikal na lugar at 
kapag tinuro ang Pilipinas sa mapa, makikita ang lokasyon ng Pilipinas sa Asya. Ang Asya ay isang 
kontinente na kinalalagyan ng maraming bansa. 

 

April 13, 2020  
Activity 1  
Panuto: Iguhit at kulayan ang mapa ng Pilipinas sa isang oslo paper. (20 puntos) 
 
 

 

April 14, 2020  
Activity 2 
 
Panuto: Isulat ang kahalagahan ng mga sumusunod na katangian o elemento ng isang bansa o 

estado. (10 puntos) 

 

1.  Tao o mamamayan  
________________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________________  

2.  Teritoryo  
________________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________________  

3.  Pamahalaan  
________________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________________  

4.  Kalayaan o Soberanya  
________________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________________  

5.  Pagkilala (Recognition)  
________________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

April 15-16, 2020  
Activity 3 
 
Panuto: Gumawa ng maliit na watawat o bandila ng Pilipinas gamit ang isang bond 

paper, dalawang colored paper na kulay pula at bughaw. (20puntos) 

 

April 17, 2020  
Activity 4.  
Panuto: Gamit ang isang kalahating papel, paghambingin ang bansa at estado. (10 puntos) 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
GRADE 4 – ARTS 

 
 
 
 

DATE COVERAGE: April 13-17, 2020 
TOPIC: ETHNIC DESIGNS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The picture on top is the distinct design by the Tausug people. The examples you see are the 
different types of pattern like the alteration and repetition. 
 
TO DO TASK: 
ARTS 

Answer the following questions. 
1. What makes them unique? 
2. How can you show your appreciation in their style of design? 
3. List at least two important art elements that can help enhance your artwork? 
 
SHOW YOUR CREATIVITY 

On a short bond paper, make your own pattern of design and describe it in 2 sentences.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________ 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – EDUKASYON SA PAGPAPAKATAO 

 
 
 
 
April 13-17, 2020 
 
TO DO LIST:  
Topic Coverage: I Can Wait, I Am Patient 

 
A. Directions: In a whole sheet of paper, complete the sentence by writing at least one example of how you have shown or practiced this values. 
 
1. I am patient… 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
B. Directions: In a short bond paper. Write a letter of appreciation to a person who has been very patient with you. For example: a 

parent, relative, teacher, or a friend. Follow the format bellow.  

 

APPRECIATION LETTER 
 

Dear (a person who has been appreciated), 
 

Sorry 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Thank you  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
and I love you  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

 
C. Directions: Think of someone to whom you have not been very patient and make a resolution or promise that you are going to 

practice patience. Follow the format bellow  
 
 
 

 

Name or initials of the person: ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Resolution: I promise… 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
GRADE 4 – HEALTH 

 
 
 
 

 
APRIL 13 – 17, 2020 
 
TOPIC: READING FOOD LABEL 

 

Reading food label is very essential before you buy certain food or product. It helps us in 
making healthier food choices. It is also important to know what particular nutrients are 
present in that particular food item. 
 

Below are the steps to properly read a food label:  
 
 

1. Know the serving information – 

this gives you the serving size per 

pack or container  
 
 

3. Check the total calories  
– you should be aware of how 

many calories each package 

contains and how many packs of 

this food should have in one day 
 

 

5. Check the nutrient information – 

read if it contains fat, sugar, and 

sodium. You should limit the 

intake of these nutrients 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2. Be sure you get enough 

nutrients such as vitamins, 

calcium, magnesium, iron, 

potassium, etc.  
 
 
4. Understanding % Daily Value  

– consume food with less 

fat and sugar  
- choose food that has 

more beneficial nutrients 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TO DO TASK: 

ARTS  
A. Answer the following questions. 
1. How often do you read food label? 

 
2. Why do we need to know about the nutrient contents present in a certain food? 
 
 
 

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of reading the food label? 



B.  On a short bond paper, make your own lists of foods that you consider healthy.  
 

 

Foods Healthy or not healthy If not healthy write some food alternatives? 
 

 

MONDAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TUESDAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WEDNESDAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

THURSDAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FRIDAY  



 LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL 
 MIDDLE SCHOOL  
 GRADE 4 – HOME ECONOMICS AND LIVELIHOOD EDUCATION 

 

 

April 13- 17, 2020 

 

TO DO LIST: 

 

April 13, 2020 
  

Personal Hygiene are cleanliness habits or practices of taking care of the body and health. It generally 
the foundation of one’s personality. It also how you present yourself the best way you can. 

 

Directions: Write down and discuss ten grooming tips that you can share to children of your age.   
                     Use one whole sheet of paper. 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

2,______________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

4.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

5.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

6.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

7.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

8.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

9.______________________________________________________________________ 
 

10._____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 

April 14, 2020 
 

 

Washing clothes by hand. 

 

To keep your clothes clean, you have to learn the correct ways of laundering. Laundering  
clothes can be done by two ways, hand wash and machine wash. 

 

Directions: Ask your mother or any older member of the family who knows how to wash clothes  

                     properly. Apply the proper procedures in washing your clothes using hand wash or   

                     machine. Ask the assistance of an adult how to operate your washing machine or how  

                     to perform hand washing. 
 

Directions. Answer the following questions. (One whole sheet of paper) 
 

1. List down the steps in washing the clothes.  
2. How do you feel after performing the task in washing your clothes? (Answer in 3- 

5 sentences) 



 

April 15, 2020 
 

Responsibility of each Family Member 
 

 
The family, like other families, is like a human body. It composed of many parts. Each parts has a 
purpose and a function. However, each part should work harmoniously together towards a common 
goal. A family is composed of Father, Mother, and children. 

 

Directions: Answer the given activity questions by writing the answer in the circles. 
 

       What are your responsibility as_______________________? State your position in the 
       family, for example (eldest child). 



 

April 16, 2020 

 

Chemical cleaning materials are also available for the market and are sold in liquid or solid form. 
Make sure to buy the safe and kind of chemical cleaning materials. 

 

1. All -purpose liquid cleaner –used to wipe pieces of furniture.  
2. Solid and liquid wax.- make the floor and furniture shiny.  
3. Air freshener.- to make smell fresh and clean.  
4. Bathroom deodorizer- to minimize the foul smell in the bathroom. 

 
A. Directions: Give 5 examples of Chemical cleaning materials. 

  
1.__________________________________________________ 
  
2.__________________________________________________ 
  
3.__________________________________________________ 
  
4.__________________________________________________ 
  
5.__________________________________________________ 
 

 
B. Directions: Write 5 ways to proper storing of different cleaning materials. 

 
1.__________________________________________________ 

 
2.__________________________________________________ 

 
3.__________________________________________________ 

 
4.__________________________________________________ 

 
5.__________________________________________________ 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  

                   GRADE 4 – COMPUTER – INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS 
 
 
 

April 13 -17, 2020  
TO DO LIST:  
Day 1 

 

Robots use different kinds of sensors to collect the information they need. Software processes this 
information so the robot can plan a response. Then they act to get the job done. Robots come in different 
shapes and sizes depending on the activities the robots are intended to carry out. During the design process, 
engineers consider functionality when creating the form and build of the robot. 

 

PROGRAMMER is a person that instructs or programs a robot. Programmers use a specific 
“language” called code to interact with a variety of robots through a computer or software 
system. 

 

Four Different Categories Of Robot  
1. Industrial Robots these robots work in assembly lines to increase the production time of a product. 

These robots are very precise in their vision, powerful motors and lightweight arms can work more 
efficiently than a human 

 
2. Social Robots these robots have the ability to detect emotional cues from human beings. Social robots 

can also be used as a comfort mechanism. Even though emotional cues can be detected, these robots 
do not feel or experience emotions themselves. Scientists have been studying human facial expressions 
for many years. 

 
3. Telerobotics are robots that can be controlled from great distances, like from Earth to Mars. Humans 

are remotely operated robot on Mars driven by a team engineers at NASA’s Laboratory on Earth but 
not all remote-controlled robots have to be millions of miles away, there are robot that assists in 
making major surgeries. Its robotic arms carefully perform the surgery on the body as the surgeon 
orchestrates every movement, this console produces a three-dimensional, high-resolution image for 
the surgeon to observe and manipulate while performing the surgery. 

 
4. Mobile Robots these robots move with the help of artificial intelligence (AI) software and two cameras 

mounted above that act as eyes to control its movement. These eyes sense and compute data, which 
then flows to a central computer that holds the AI software. The AI software processes and plans out a 
strategy for the robots. Finally, the AI software sends out commands allowing the robot to act. 



Student task: 
 
Classify the following robot as to what classification they belong (Industrial Robots, Social 
Robots, Telerobotics, Mobile Robots )  

ROBOT FUNCTION CATEGORY 

 It was designed to research how humans react to  

 robots that show emotions. It can show emotions like  

 happiness, sadness, surprise and anger by moving its  

 three disks and two eyes.  

   

 This therapeutic robotic seal designed to look  

 approachable and to have a calming effect on people  

 who interact with it. It can respond to petting with  

 reactions such as moving its tail, “purring” and closing  

 its eyes.  
   

 This is a robot that assists in making major surgeries  

 minimally invasive. Its robotic arms carefully perform  

 the surgery on the body as the surgeon orchestrates  

 every movement. This console produces a three-  

 dimensional, high-resolution image for the surgeon to  

 observe and manipulate while performing the surgery.  
   

 This robot has the ability to “learn.” A worker moves its  

 arms in a desired motion; it memorizes the motions  

 and repeats them over and over. it is often used in  

 factories and is considered unique because it does not  

 need a software engineer to program it.  
   

 This robot has the ability to travel through rocks, sand  

 and other climates. This robot is used to study areas  

 that humans are not able to reach or that are unsafe  

 for travel.  

   

 This is a remotely operated robot on Mars driven by a  

 team engineers at NASA’s Jet Laboratory on Earth.  

 Every morning this robot is sent a specific list of tasks to  

 accomplish—these tasks include taking pictures of the  

 Martian surface or collecting soil samples.  
    



Day 2 

 

Robots are machines that can sense, plan, and act. To be a robot, a machine needs sensors. Some of these 
sensors mimic or enhance human abilities, and some sensors do things that humans can’t perceive. Robot 
sensors allow them to reach beyond human capabilities in order to achieve new tasks, like exploring the 
surface of Mars or delivering packages across the globe in record time. 

 
 sense is a way in which we perceive our surroundings. Humans have a sense of sight, sound, touch, 

smell, and taste.




 sensor is a device that detects something; for example, your nose is the sensor you use in your 
sense of smell.



 

ROBOT SENSES: 

SENSES  FUNCTIONS 
 a. Some robots have cameras that create images similar to what we see with our 
  eyes. Robots process these images very differently than humans; human brains give 
  context to the images we see, while robot computers process information as 
  objects in space 

Sight 
b. A robot wouldn’t know that a chair is a chair; it knows that there are rectangles and 

 squares next to each other in space. Robots can see using sensors that detect   

  waves in the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, the electromagnetic waves that 
  travel through space 
 c. Robots can detect radio waves, ultraviolet (UV) waves, infrared (IR) waves and 
  more—all of which are outside the range of what humans can see 

 a. Robot sensors and ears detect EM waves. The sound waves heard with human ears 
  can also be detected by some robot sensors, like microphones. Other robot sensors 

Sound 
 can detect waves beyond our capabilities, such as ultrasound. 

b. Robots can use sound for echolocation, locating an object using sound. Robots still  

  have a hard time recognizing the difference between sounds (a bird vs. a plane vs. 
  Superman). This challenge is on the forefront of robotics research 

 a. Robot sensors can sense these same qualities and more. Some robots use sensors 

Touch 
 to detect objects through contact. Similar to sight and sound, a robot doesn’t 
 necessarily know the content of what they detect, it only knows that there is an   

  obstacle to be avoided or to find. 

 a. Robot sensors can mimic a nose or tongue by using chemical detection 
  technologies such as spectrometers or other filters that react to certain chemicals. 

Smell and taste  These sensors can go beyond human capabilities of smell and taste, since there are 
  some chemicals humans definitely would not want to ingest. Robots don’t need to 

  worry about getting sick! 

 a. Gyroscopes and accelerometers detect movement and speed; air pressure sensors 
Proprioception:  and other touch sensors allow robots to position themselves for different tasks. 
A hidden sense  Robots can also detect their exact position in space using sensors like the Global 

  Positioning System (GPS) 
 
 
 
 

 

TYPES OF ROBOTIC SENSORS: 


 Camera 


 Thermometer 


 Accelerometer 


 Thermal Camera Ultrasound Gyroscope 


 Microphone  Chemical detection (like  EM wave detection (like RADAR, 


 Pressure sensors: air, water, touch  spectrometers and filters)  LIDAR, UV and IR sensors) 



Student task:  

I. Classify the following as to what senses they belong  

GADGET/SENSOR FUNCTION SENSES 
   

 It can detects the same wavelengths as human eyes.  

 Used to produce images like photographs or moving videos.  

   

 It can detects sound signals within the human range of hearing. It  

 can also detect sounds from objects ranging from the very small,  

 like insects, to the very large, like airplanes.  

   

 It can detects physical contact. Can sense a squeeze, Often used in  

 everyday objects, such as keyboards, or to test performance of  

 products, like car brakes.  

   

 It can detects velocity and orientation. It can also use inside robots  

 to measure balance. Allows a robot to correct its own movement to  

 stabilize itself.  

   

 It can detect temperatures from a distance. Often used to measure  

 temperatures of moving objects, objects out of reach, or objects  

 too hot or too cold to touch.  

   

 It can senses sound wavelengths higher than the range of human  

 hearing. Can detect a wide area from a single point. Used in  

 medicine, underwater exploration (called Sonar), materials science  

 and more.  
   

 It can detects exact location by determining its own distance from  

 satellites orbiting Earth. Often used to track devices and objects,  

 such as in cars and smartphones.  

   
 
 

II. MAKE YOUR OWN SENSOR 
Directions: Draw your own ideal robot sensor and explain how it will function on the description 
MY ROBOT SENSOR: Description: 

 _____________________________________ 

 _____________________________________ 

 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 

 _____________________________________ 
 _____________________________________ 

  
 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – MATHEMATICS 

 
 
 

April 13- 17, 2020 

 

TO DO LIST: 

 

April 13, 2020 
A. Directions: Find the greatest common factor of each set of numbers. Use any method easier for you. 
 

 Set of Numbers GCF  Set of Numbers GCF 
      

1. 8 and 24  6. 10 and 45  
      

2. 16 and 56  7. 18 and 27  
      

3. 14 and 49  8. 36 and 42  
      

4. 34 and 51  9. 84 and 144  
     

5. 65 and 91  10. 114 and 228  
      

 
 
 
 

April 14, 2020 
 

Directions: Find the least common multiple of each set of numbers. Use any method easier for you. 
 

 Set of Numbers LCM  Set of Numbers LCM 
      

1. 10 and 12  6. 24 and 36  
      

2. 16 and 20  7. 18 and 54  
      

3. 8 and 24  8. 27 and 45  
      

4. 15 and 30  9. 32 and 48  
     

5. 14 and 21  10. 20 and 50  
      

 

 

April 15, 2020 
 

Directions: Perform the indicated operations. 
 
1. 9078 + 3182 = N 

 
2. 45 003 – 21 468 = N 

 
3. 23 x 17 = N 

 
4. 162 ÷ 9 = N 

 
5. 6 485 + 917 = N 

 
6. 8035 – 1936 = N 



7. 25 x 74 = N 

 
8. 5070 ÷ 15 = N 

 
9. 726 x 89 = N 

 
10. 2449 ÷ 31 = N 
 

 

April 16, 2020 
 

Directions: Read and solve the following word problems 
 

1. Arnold bought 28 bananas 16 oranges, 2 papayas, and 4 mangoes. How many fruits did he buy? 

 
2. Sonny walked 72 meters to school and 38 meters to his friend’s house. How many more meters did he walk 

to school than to his friend’s house? 

 
3. Ronald has 62 marbles. He gave his 4 friends 7 marbles each. How many marbles are left to him? 

 
4. The greatest common factor of two numbers is 43. They are both two-digit numbers. What are the numbers? 

 
5. Lorry was helping her mother in their store when a delivery man delivered 20 dozen of eggs at ₱ 42 a dozen. If 

the delivery man gave him ₱ 160, how much was her money? 
 

 

April 17, 2020 
 

Directions: Find the perimeter of each figure.  
 

1.   4. 
 17 m   

    

 24 m  13 cm  

 P = ______________ P =________________  

2. 15 dm 5.   

9 dm  15 cm 12 cm  
 
 
 

 

 19 dm 8 cm 
 P = ______________  

3. 

 
27 cm 6 cm 

  P = _____________  
 
 
 
 
 

 

   20 cm 

 

P = _____________ 



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – MUSIC 

 
 
 

April 13- 17, 2020 
 

TOPIC: VOLUME OF SOUND 

 
It is very important to observe the elements of music in each composition. One of the elements 
of music is the dynamics. It refers to the degree of loudness and softness of a music. 
 
TO DO TASK: 

A. Answer the following questions.  
1.  What is the use of dynamic in a song? 
2.  What is the difference between piano and forte? 
 
3. Write the lyrics of your favorite song. Indicate if it is sung loudly or softly. Interpret its message 

and dynamics thru drawing. Make your artwork attractive.  
 
 
 

TITLE _____________________ 
 

______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
______________________________________ ____________________________________ 

  

   



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL  
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 
 
 

April 13- 17, 2020 

 

TOPIC: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PYRAMID 

 

There are activities you often do every day like walking, running, biking, gardening, doing household 
chores, and a lot more. These conditioning brings a lot of benefits to our body. There are also 
activities that you perform wherein you do not apply a lot of effort like watching television, playing 
board games, and playing computer games. These routines may also help us to be more relaxed and 
avoid stress. 
 
TO DO TASK: 

A.  Answer the following questions.  
1. What are the different activities that you usually do? 
2. Why do you think these activities important? 
3. What are the benefits that we can gain out of performing these activities? 
 
B. CREATIVITY  
Make your own activity pyramid indicating the time, how often do you engage in, and the benefits 
that you can gain with this kind of activity. 
 

ILLUSTRATION OF ACTIVITY TIME BENEFITS 
   

   

    
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



LA IMMACULADA CONCEPCION SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL  
GRADE 4 – SCIENCE 

 

 
April 13 – 17, 2020 
 
The Moon and Earth 

 
It is the Earth’s closest neighbor in space. It is about 384,000 km or 240,000 miles from Earth. This is 
almost 400 times closer to Earth than the Sun. 

 
Rocks on the Moon are similar to some Earth rocks. However, there are many differences between 
earth and Moon. 
 

a. Moon is much smaller than Earth  
b. There is no atmosphere  
c. It has almost no water either 

 
Because of these factors, the Moon has an extreme range of temperature. 
 
Phases of the Moon  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Like the sun, the Moon seems to rise and set. The sun does not move around earth, but the moon does! 

 
As the earth revolves around the Sun, The Moon revolves around Earth. It completes one orbit around 

Earth in Just over 29 days. This is almost as long as an average month. In fact, some of the earliest 

calendar were based on the Moon’s motion. 



What to do: 
 

April 13-17, 2020 
 

Phases of the Moon Model Making 
 

Individual Activity (The materials found inside your house) 
 
Materials: 
 
1. Scratch papers, Newspapers that will be used to crumple into 8 uniform circles  
2. Used but Clean Card board (Alternative: empty box, used folder cover with bond paper)  
3. Water Color or paint  
4. Coloring Materials, Marker and Pens 

 

Procedures 
 
1. Rely to the book on pages 278 – Phases of the Moon or you can cite references in the internet.  
2. Use recycled materials.  
3. Make sure that there is a corresponding label and details on each Phases.  
4. At the bottom part of your work, answer this: What can we learn about the Moon?  
5. Write, Copy or Print the rubric found below and paste it at the back of you output.  
6. You may ask help from your parents or guardians and adults.  
7. Enjoy! 
 

 

Rubric for Design Technology Output 
 

Criterion Developing 1-5 At Standard 6-8 Exemplary 9-10 Score 
         

1. Targeted • Illustrates • Illustrates • Illustrates  

 concepts  correctly  correctly  correctly all  

   50% of the  more than  the targeted  

   targeted  50% of the  science  

   science  targeted  concepts and  

   concepts and  science  principles  

   principles  concepts and    

     principles    

2. Aesthetic • Inartistically • Moderately • Well Crafted  

 Appeal  done  well crafted • Attractive;  

  • Unattractive; • Acceptable  superior  

   ordinary  appearance;  workmanship  

   workmanship  ordinary    

     workmanship    
         

3. Creativity • Lacks • Demonstrates • Demonstrates  

   imaginative  average  superior  

   skills  imaginative  imaginative  

     skills  skills  
         

 

 

References: Second Edition: Science a Closer Look Philippines pages 276 – 281 
https://www.freepik.com/free-vector/diagram-showing-phases-moon-earth_6829928.htm 
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